
 
 

 

Heavers Farm Primary School and Selsdon Nursery and Primary School  
 
5th November 2013  
 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
I am writing to update everyone about what has been happening at both of our schools 
over the past half term. I know that many of you will have seen the recent media coverage 
about my experiences at Selsdon and that I caused some confusion by my comments on 
Holly and Philip’s sofa! I do not plan to leave Heavers Farm, now or at any time in the 
future. What I would like to do is continue to lead Heavers Farm whilst supporting Selsdon.   
 
I also know that some were upset that I described Selsdon as a failing school. I 
understand that this was not pleasant to hear and that it might not be what people were 
told before I joined the school. However, Selsdon has received two ‘Requires 
Improvement’ Ofsted judgements and consequently needs to demonstrate rapid 
improvement to avoid being automatically categorised as ‘Inadequate’ in the near future. 
This is the reason I was asked to join the school. Selsdon has many, many strengths and 
my task is to utilise these strengths to raise the quality of teaching and ensure that all of 
the children receive the highest quality education.   
 
I am going to write quite a long letter, as I want to give everyone as much information as 
possible so that everyone feels fully informed about what we are doing. I look forward to 
meeting everyone at our Autumn Term Parents Evenings, which are planned, for this half 
term where I can explain more. 
 
It has been interesting to work at two schools. The schools are separate, and will remain 
separate, but we found that we have many things in common and we have been sharing 
and learning from each other. I have spent a great deal of time at Selsdon this half term. I 
have worked closely with the leadership team to observe teaching, talk to pupils and look 
in detail at children’s work. Whilst I have been doing this, the leadership team at Heavers 
Farm have been doing exactly the same thing.  

We have seen a lot of strengths at both schools and have already identified specific things 
that we are working on to make teaching even better. We are taking the best practice from 
each school and using this to ensure that the procedures across both schools match to 
ensure the highest quality provision for all of our pupils.  

We have identified four key targets that have formed the basis for our school development 
plan at both schools. The targets are: 

! 100% pupils make good progress with at least 50% making outstanding progress. 
! 100% teaching is at least good and 50% outstanding 
! Pupils’ behaviour in and outside lessons is impeccable.  
! All leaders focus relentlessly on improving teaching and learning.  

Our aim is that the children at both schools receive an exceptional education and achieve 
to the highest level so that they have access to the best opportunities in life. 

 



 
 

 

The most important aspect of our work is to improve the quality of teaching, as without 
good or outstanding teaching, our pupils will not make good or outstanding progress. At 
Heavers Farm the percentage of ‘good’ or better teaching is 100% with 45% ‘outstanding’. 
At Selsdon we have moved from 52% good or better at the start of term to 71% now. This 
is quite an achievement in 8 weeks! We fully expect this to improve even more 
dramatically by the end of this term.   
 
I thought that it might be useful to share some of the specific things that we are working 
on: 

 
! Behaviour Policy  

At Heavers Farm we have spent many years developing this and find it to be very 
effective. We have introduced this at Selsdon where it has been fully embraced to 
good effect. We have retained the ‘red tie’ award and will be introducing this to 
Heavers Farm too.   
 

! Attendance and Punctuality 
We have a common policy across both schools, and now share the same 
Educational Welfare Officer. We are taking swift and rapid action to ensure that all 
children come to school every day and on time. As a consequence, attendance at 
both schools is above 96%. 
 

! Teaching Reading 
We have introduced the Heavers style reading diary at Selsdon. We are also trying 
another way of teaching reading at both schools. All classes start the day with a half 
hour reading lesson every morning. The children are all being heard read by an 
adult on a one-to-one basis every week and we are using detailed individual 
reading assessment sheets for each child. This is to ensure that all children receive 
personalised reading support every week. Children who are not reading at their 
age-related level will be given extra reading support and will be taught reading more 
frequently.  
 

! Planning and Assessment 
At both schools we use a common format for planning and assessing children’s 
work. We share a ‘Marking and Feedback Policy’, which ensures that children 
receive regular feedback on their written work, so that they can make rapid 
progress. We have changed the way that teachers plan literacy and mathematics 
lessons so that the needs of all children are being met in every lesson.  
 

! Year Six Project 
We have brought both Year 6 teams together to work on a project that I have 
introduced looking at recent research in neurology and memory. We are looking at 
this work to see what we can learn about effective revision strategies so that we can 
support our Year 6 pupils to perform to the best of their ability in their SATS this 
year.   
 

! Curriculum and Trips  
We are evaluating the strengths in our existing curriculum provision. We are rolling 
out the class blogs at Selsdon. These are well established at Heavers, we are now 



 
 

 

monitoring them to ensure that they are all regularly kept up to date. We are trying 
to ensure that we maximise pupils’ learning through educational trips, visitors and 
workshops. We have planned a Story Telling Week this term and a Maths 
Investigation Week next term. There will be other themed activities in the coming 
year. 
 

! Staff Training  
The staff at both schools are brilliant, and they are an amazing resource. We are 
going to ensure that they are well supported through coaching and support, so that 
they all reach their full potential.  
 

! Homework 
We have introduced Learning Logs at Selsdon so that the homework policy is the 
same across both schools. Children share excellent examples of their homework 
with their peers and me. There are incentives for pupils to make sure that they 
complete their homework, and their home reading, which is incredibly important.  
 

! Special Educational Needs (SEN) 
To ensure that all children receive the support that they need, and that there are not 
any gaps in our provision, we will be offering a number of SEN Surgeries over the 
next half term at both schools. This will be an opportunity for any parent or carer of 
a child with identified Special Needs to come and have a chat, ask questions or 
seek further advice from us.  
 
If your child does not have an identified Special Need, but you have concerns about 
them, then you can come and discuss this with us. Your concerns could be about 
development, slow progress, reading, behaviour, speech and language and so on.  
 
We are also reviewing the range of learning interventions in both schools and 
increasing the SENCo (Special Educational Needs Co-ordinator) provision across 
both schools.  
 

! Parents and Carers 
We have planned parent workshops for all classes at both schools. One this term 
and the other next term. We would like as many parents as possible to attend. The 
aim of these workshops is to teach you a key skill alongside your child. This will 
then be followed up by homework for the coming five weeks. This is an effective 
way of ensuring that you are supporting your child’s learning in the most effective 
way. 
 
We would like to invite parents and carers to come and share a book with their child 
or a group of children first thing every Friday morning. We will be organising tea, 
coffee and biscuits afterwards as a ‘thank-you’ and a way for you to meet other 
parents. Members of the Leadership team will be present too if you would like to 
catch up with them. Look out for details and the start date for this project on the 
school blogs.  
 

! School Blogs and Newsletters 
I try to keep both school blogs up to date. I have posted the list of diary dates for 



 
 

 

both schools for the coming year on each blog. I understand that there are many 
parents who have asked for the return of the newsletter at Selsdon. Therefore, I 
have agreed that Mrs Realis, and the other office staff, continue to write this 
newsletter and send it out each week. This ‘News From the School Office’ will be 
posted on the blog every week too.   
 

! Classrooms and School Environment 
The classrooms and building at Heavers are looking absolutely stunning. The works 
on the school grounds have provided an extensive range of extra facilities for the 
children to use at playtime.  
 
At Selsdon there is much work to be done to improve the facilities and resources in 
the classrooms and common areas. I am working with the governors to ensure that 
when we set the budget for next year that we prioritise the refurbishment of the 
classrooms.    
 
Thank you for your continued support.   
 
Yours sincerely,   
 

 
Susan Papas 
Executive Headteacher  

 


